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E. October 2·-8 1983 

An E::,perirnental Studio Pz:-oduction 

Devisedocomposed and presented by 

JULIA COOKE 
MONYENE KANE 
SARAB. MO!lRISON 
CATHERI NE REX 
HELF.:])! 'Wi..\LKER 
r1AGGIE i1H LKINS0):'1 
DAVID EI"t '~T 
GEOFF M:00RE 
SUSAN B:,XKE 
PE'I'E: 'v·7AL'::.'ERS 
TI.M I1AYWARD 
CHRIS S W1WDON 
GARE'rH R0WLANDS 
.t>AM. SWAI~i~ 
SUE READING 
JE~1NY Vl,HDERLFLIE 
BK\TBI~LEY KEECH 

.Actor 
Ac t or 
Actor 
Actor 
Actor 
.Actor 
Director 
Des igner 
St age r.(lanag er 
Lighting 
Lighting operator 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
A. S. M. 
1~ 0 s. iV.l. 

with thanks to: 

-,- -

S·teve Hallmark f:or training in the use 
of masks. 
Selfridg~s and Rob Hughes for the statue 
Safeway for the trolleys 
Rog2 r Br·ace for the scaffo:.ding 
Alan B. faith 9 Martin Udall and Pete Kendrick 
for the t~apezes. 

THE PERFORI111A1'ICE WILL LAST .ABOUT 9 0 i'UNUTES 

P:ease lea':e t~ce red ch2:..rs f0-::- those n:e::-.bers of t he 
=.·..:::'ie~c2 T- 1~1 ) neeC -~··1ew :n.ost~ 
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EoS.r>. is an experiment in "pure" theatre. We are 
exploring how far we can strip away meaning, context 
relevance, even audience understanding, and still 
leave something that is inherently theatrical, and 
enjoyable as such 6 even though it has no meaning, 
context or relevanceo 

E.S.P. is not an experiment in the nature of theatre. 
Indeed we have started from the conventional proposition 
"Theatre is make-believe" and have not questioned that 
basisr rather we have used it as our guiding principle. 
Theatre is something created in the imagination of the 
actors and communicated to the audience through their 
imaginations. A make-believe that is shared and enjoyed 
by all participants in it. 

Our hypothesis is that it is possible for actors and 
audience to share in a piece of make-believe even though 
it has no meaning and the audience do not understand it. 
In other words 0 that they can achieve a kind of theatrical 
extra-sensory perception. 

If such a thing exists 0 if that communication is possible8 

then I woul.d call it "pure0 theatreo 

****-i'***** ·k 

Has the experiment been a success? We would very much 
like to hear your viewso Without them, we might just 
as well never have performed it at all. So we would 
like to invite everyone to a discussion on EoSoPo 

at 7o00 porno on Sunday October 9th in the Shaw Room 

where we can talk about your reactions, evaluate the experiment, 
explain further what we were trying to do, tell you ho·w we 
worked on it - and even tell you whai: some of it was about! 

DAVID EMMET 
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